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Preface
South Africans have the curious habit -at least in the eyes of this outsider -of talking about "going to Africa," as if they themselves are not part of the continent. Such comments, in private conversation as well as the media, first caught my attention during a five-month stay in 1998. Whites were not the only ones saying such things, and thus I wondered how it was that South Africans of all hues came to see themselves as somehow separate from Africa. Sadly, such views manifested themselves in sporadic reports of xenophobic violence, a decade before widespread attacks riveted national and international attention in 2008. Although I also suspected this shared perspective would influence the country's new role in regional and international affairs, I did not anticipate how deeply historical the roots of contemporary attitudes and practices would turn out to be, nor how fascinated I would become with the intricacies of pre-Union politics. Like many both inside and outside South Africa, my understanding of its politics originally revolved around apartheid, so I expected dramatic changes in the aftermath of the first universalsuffrage elections in 1994. Call it Mandela-mania, or simply well-intentioned optimism, most people wanted the injustices of the past to be overturned quickly in a new era of equality. Such sentiments seemed incompatible with attacks against ix www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press
foreign-born Africans that increasingly appeared in the news. Why were Mozambicans and Zimbabweans, including those who had been living in the country for many years, assaulted on the commuter trains and in their township neighborhoods? Surely, their economic position had not shifted overnight. Had views truly changed, or was it merely that the media now reported them as news? And what was the government doing to dampen or inflame the situation?
In trying to understand and perhaps ameliorate the violence associated with xenophobia, I think it is crucial to remember South African history, and not just the apartheid era. Linking contemporary politics (regardless of individuals in power) with previous white-minority rule will undoubtedly be unpalatable to some. Going back to its colonial era highlights shifts in South Africa's ontological position within Africa and toward Africans from the region. Symbolism adds significance to this longer historical view, as we reflect back one hundred years after formation of the Union, establishment of the African National Congress, and Mahatma Gandhi's return to India.
Even more than is typically true for someone writing about South Africa, always a provocative subject, I must reiterate that many people deserve thanks for helping me to develop and hone my arguments, but no one else bears responsibility for my controversial claims. As with any large project, I owe big intellectual debts, far beyond those recognized in the references. Because I have presented bits and pieces of this research over more than a decade in many venues, I cannot possibly list all who helped. Instead, I offer gratitude to everyone who took time to attend my presentations, read drafts, and debate my inferences. A few people and institutions deserve further recognition.
At the earliest stage of my research, the University of Illinois at Chicago funded two short trips in 1996 and 1997. It also facilitated my acceptance of a Fulbright fellowship in 1998 that sent me to Stellenbosch University for a stint teaching the Political Economy of North America. During those visits, the Centre for Southern African Studies at the University of the Western Cape and the Political Science Department at Stellenbosch www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press Cambridge University Press 978-1-107-02693-3 -Migration and National Identity in South Africa, 1860-2010 Audie Klotz Frontmatter More information Preface xi hosted me, for which I am grateful. Peter Vale at UWC and Philip Nel at Stellenbosch fostered thriving intellectual environments in their respective institutions within which I learned immeasurably about South African society, past and present. With grace and good humor, Tim Shaw and Jane Parpart shared the inevitable challenges and joys of being temporary residents in another country. Marion and David Sinclair provided the emotional support of a home away from home, as well as the indispensable loan of a bicycle. Janis van der Westhuizen remains a wonderful sounding board, with a sense of humor that puts politics in perspective.
In later phases, the Political Science Department and Maxwell School at Syracuse University funded research assistantships and provided time away from teaching. I have had the privilege of working with an extraordinary group of graduate students (many now launched in their own careers). The members of our "identity" reading group have contributed in countless ways to my thinking about theory and methodology. I have benefited enormously from writing together with Asli Ilgit, Deepa Prakash, and Braden Smith. For superb research assistance, I am grateful to Li Hong, Vlad Kravtsov, Jooyoun Lee, Wagaki Mwangi, Heather Pincock, Emily Rodio, Braden Smith, Matt Smith, and Jeff Wieczorek. Asli, Deepa, and Jooyoun also offered insightful reactions to portions of the manuscript. With additional ammunition from Richard Price and Paloma Raggo, Heather and Jeff did their best to educate me about Canada, while tolerating my unconventional comparisons.
Mainstays outside the walls of common institutions, Cecelia Lynch and Patti Goff have deepened my understanding of identity politics, regardless of whether we agree. Herman Schwartz and Bob Wolfe always spur me to think more precisely and never cease to amaze me with the breadth or depth of their knowledge. Exhibiting great patience, Dar Vigneswaran kept me engaged in these issues, even when other commitments pulled me away from schemes for collaboration. Paul Nyoni continues to be an invaluable nonacademic interlocutor. That I still owe my husband a trip to the Okavango Delta in Botswana serves as just one reminder that this project started a long time ago and allowed too few vacations. Paul's steadfast support for my work -and enthusiasm for meeting my friends from far and wide -has been unstinting. Although not an academic, he enjoys reading history and employed his jargondetector on this manuscript, to the benefit of its readers. Most of all, I am grateful for his encouragement of the nonprofessional activities that keep our family healthier and happier. I hope that when our daughter Emma is old enough to read books with bigger words and fewer pictures, she will forgive my absences at the office, recognizing them as an investment in fostering a tolerant world in which she can thrive.
